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What is the business outcome you’re trying to deliver?   

Managing a supply chain in today’s climate is exceedingly complex. Market forces like severe supply shortages and bottlenecks 
in logistics networks, all must be front and center. Weather and environmental factors, surging demand and shifting regulations 
for transportation, tariffs, environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) add even more factors. It’s crucial to identify 
use cases so the business isn’t implementing a technology that is in search of a problem. For instance: 

 · Is procurement trying to reduce its direct material costs?  
 · How can it identify cost reduction initiatives and opportunities to inform strategies for renegotiating and resourcing?  
 · Can data be grouped easily for analysis – to see quoted prices and the best pricing negotiation opportunities?  
 · Can weak links and risks in the supply chain be identified and prioritized?  
 · Is the business reliant on a factory in a specific location and vulnerable to weather-related disruptions? 
 · Can the planner see what supply looks like and begin risk mitigation?   

 

How does the vendor define its supply chain platform?

The technologies leveraged for and capabilities of a supply chain platform differ across vendors. The use of those technologies 
fundamentally affects costs, risks, deliverability, and value in a vendor relationship.   

Many of the questions, you could be asking include: 
 · Does the supply chain platform integrate with all types of data from diverse sources, or does it create another data silo 

for you to manage?  
 · How does the supply chain platform handle changes in data models and architecture?

For our part, TADA defines a supply chain platform as technology that ingests information from varied data sources and 
synthesizes that data to create a digital twin of the business. Leveraging semantic technology to free data from the traditionally 
rigid way it is organized, the organization can view data in a much more flexible way and, importantly, break silos to allow 
the business to explore connections between pieces of data in a way they never could before. To make the data secure 
and actionable outside of the company’s proverbial four walls, TADA’s platform has built-in security and can optionally add 
blockchain technology to enhance the security.  
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With the spotlight solidly on the critical nature of strong supply chain management, technology budgets that still reflect 
restraint and caution are somewhat bullish on supply chain investments. Some 43% of those surveyed in APQC’s (American 
Productivity and Quality Center) annual supply chain priorities survey said they expected to increase their budgets for supply 
chain management tools and technology.

The majority of those who are increasing budgets are investing in technologies that enable better supply chain planning, 
sourcing and procurement. Within such budget constraints and continued uncertainty, making prudent investments is crucial.   

Supply chain platforms offer much promise in this regard – by enabling enhanced visibility that can build more resilient supply 
chains while also driving down costs. Broadly speaking, supply chain platforms connect information across the siloed parts of 
different supply chain processes, orchestrating information from operational technology that runs machines and equipment, 
the IT applications that manage the business process, and information from suppliers and customers. As one example, 
McKinsey points to the ability to sense supply disruptions. “If supplier lead time is increasing, for instance, the system can 
alert the business to the potential disruption and allow the business owner to make plans to mitigate it.” Connecting this 
information can be thought of as a “digital thread,” a common framework for sharing all of the information, as BDO defines it, 
whereby the supply chain is transformed to an “integrated value chain” that brings suppliers and customers together to drive 
increased efficiencies and drive down costs.   

The level of maturity of the technologies in place to enable that orchestration differs from vendor to vendor, making the supply 
chain platform buying decision very complex. Based on more than 25 years of our experience in supply chain technology, here 
are some important questions to ask while evaluating supply chain platforms. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iuZjWOQ9jlA
https://www.apqc.org/resource-library/resource-listing/2021-supply-chain-challenges-and-priorities-survey-report
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qNRH4N9CmgM
https://www.bdo.com/insights/industries/industry-4-0/6-ways-industry-4-0-is-disrupting-the-supply-chain


What is the vendor’s depth of expertise in your industry?  
 

This may seem like an obvious question, but industry-specific experience is an absolute must when it comes to a 
platform-centric approach to supply chain management to ensure compliance with industry regulations and statutory 
mandates that apply only to specific industries or players within those industries. Industry experience is also important 
to ensure that the vendor can deliver pre-built templates and best practices that will ease data consumption and 
visualization by tracking relevant KPIs. Talking to existing customers and reviewing any case studies they offer is an 
excellent way to determine if a vendor has solved similar issues for other similar companies.  

How does the platform help the business embrace the new realities of work?

At its heart, the platform must enhance the ability to adapt to ever-changing future states. In addition to the economic, 
market, environmental and regulatory factors buffeting supply chain, leaders must also deal with social factors affecting 
its management. In the last year, supply chain professionals also learned that given the right technology, they can (and 
want to) have greater flexibility in working and the ability to work from remote locations. APQC’s survey showed that 
prior to COVID, 60% of supply chain professionals wanted to work from home. During COVID, some 99% did and 
after, some 81% want to continue working from home – that is a 21% increase. Cloud-based supply chain platform 
technology allows supply chain professionals to do their jobs by accessing information from anywhere in a secure 
manner. Don’t just look at where supply chain professionals want to access that information – but how. Ensure that the 
vendor has the capability to provide mobile access.   

How will the platform enable better supply chain planning?

Demand planning and forecasting are top priorities named by those surveyed by APQC – and organizations are eying 
predictive analytics to enable it. This requires strong collaboration across business functions and breaking from a siloed 
view of the underlying data. The digital twin – a duplicate model of the business network spanning people, products, 
services, physical locations, organizational structures, customers, competitors and more -- including all related data 
associations, allows the business to better predict as well as model the effect of decisions. This includes identifying and 
modeling ways to drive more efficiency in the process itself – a key action to take to implement more robotic process 
automation (RPA) for repetitive and time-consuming processes that are necessary, but don’t add value. With access to 
the right information through a complete duplicate of the process, businesses can consolidate operations and improve 
cost structure, and work to redesign and automate highly efficient processes.

How can it facilitate better multi-tier supplier relationship management?

There’s a push in supply chain now to leverage technology for short-term gains and quick wins. But the best technologies 
can meet short and long term needs to help build supplier relationships and drive true collaboration long-term.  

For instance, TADA can provide a supplier 
collaboration portal where all tiers in the 
supply chain can securely share data within 
their own channel of visibility. Each supplier 
can enter contact information. This information 
is displayed along with part mapping data, 
inventory data and PO data to suppliers, who 
can receive updates on PO acknowledgments 
and ASN from their suppliers. The portal 
incorporates OEM demand with supplier data 
across multi-tier to build the partner ecosystem. 
Based on this information, for the tier 1 supplier, a 360-degree view is achievable to determine the risk from tier 2 and 
tier 3 suppliers that will impact the ability to supply parts to the OEM facility. It considers inventory in many locations – 
including inventory in transit. This collaborative view allows for an efficient and effective way for the network to improve 
risk management and not constantly operate in crisis management mode.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=knEdHGaqKiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=knEdHGaqKiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=knEdHGaqKiQ


What is the vendor’s road-map – and how does it plan to 

support the needs of the supply chain down the road?

The future of supply chain is autonomous supply chains also known as self-driving supply chains 
where most decisions will be made automatically without human intervention. However, an interim 
step in this journey is what we call Cognitive supply chain wherein ML (machine learning) technology 
analyzes a large set of data and provides guidance to the supply chain executives to make the right 
decision to adjust their supply chain initiatives.   

Tada has already integrated machine learning technologies to help supply chain executives with the 
right decision making and an ability to run what-if-scenarios. Having the right technology in place is 
one big part of making 2021 a year of massive improvement and innovation in the supply chain – as 
supply chain professionals continue to break down silos, gain the visibility to flexibly enable new 
sources of supply and mitigate disruptions and achieve better cost effectiveness in all of it. 

What is the vendor’s ‘time to value’?  

Many of the supply chain software implementations, like the ERP systems before them, have become 
multi-year projects with large systems integration expenses to derive any value from them. Insist on 
your vendors to show you value of your investments in their software in weeks and not months. At 
Tada, we pride ourselves in offering quick time to value and continue to show incremental value as 
more services are turned on rather than waiting for months.
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For technology leaders, there are many critical factors that affect supply chain software buying 
decisions. The impact of those decisions on a business’ bottom line increases the stakes involved. 
The specific line of business, its maturity level and the complexity of the interconnected networks, 
internal and external, all play a role. Asking the right questions is an absolute necessity in navigating 
these waters and finding the best solution.

The stakes are high, but so are the rewards
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